The random walk with hyperbolic probabilities that we are introducing is an example of stochastic diffusion in a one-dimensional heterogeneous media. Although driven by site-dependent one-step transition probabilities, the process retains some of the features of a simple random walk and, at the same time, shows other traits that one would associate with a biased random walk. We further give a geometric interpretation for the origin of these irregular transition probabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random walks (RWs) are perhaps the most recurrent mathematical models used in the description of the erratic evolution of physical systems [1] [2] [3] . In its simplest form, a RW can be thought to represent the concatenation of shifts in the position of a particle that can perform either left-ward or right-ward steps with given probabilities. However, these one-step transition probabilities need not to be constant, they may be fully dependent on the current status of the walker and even so the stochastic process thus defined will still belong to the class of Markov chains [4] : therefore, we can consider processes that suffer from ageing or, as in the present case, particles propagating through inhomogeneous media [5, 6] .
There are many mechanisms that can account for a lack of homogeneity in the one-step transition probabilities. Let us review two of them, related to the properties of the underlying space. The first one is of a topological nature, and has its origin in the number of paths connecting a site: If one evenly distributes the probability of leaving any given location among its outgoing routes, and the number of possible destinies is sitedependent, the one-step transition probabilities will be site-dependent too. For instance, consider the case of a particle which progresses through a rooted tree with level-dependent branching order and assume that we only track their depth within the tree structure. In such a case, the probability of returning to the parent of any given vertex is one over the degree of that vertex, different from the probability of deepening in the tree which is the number of children over the degree of the vertex. This cannot the mechanism behind the lack of homogeneity proposed here since, as we will see, our one-step transition probabilities are not rational numbers.
Another way of obtaining the desired inhomogeneity is through some kind of uneven affinity between the different sites. One of the simplest ways of achieving this is by embedding the topology in a metric space [7] , and by assuming that the shorter the distance the higher the probability of following a given path. This will be the * E-mail: miquel.montero@ub.edu case here, as we show below.
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we introduce the process at hand and derive its most basic properties. Section III is devoted to the analysis of the statistics of first-time events, as first-return probabilities or first-visit times. We provide a plausible geometric interpretation of the origin of our inhomogeneous probabilities in Sec. IV, with the help of hyperbolic metric spaces. The paper ends with Sec. V where conclusions are drawn.
II. MAIN PROPERTIES OF THE PROCESS
Let us introduce X t , the one-dimensional random walk we are going to analyze, an infinite Markov chain on the integers -namely X t ∈ Z for t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, with X 0 ≡ X t=0 given-whose one-step evolution can be expressed as follows: If at time t the walker is at a given location, X t = n, then at time t + 1 one has X t+1 = n + 1, with probability p n→n+1 , n − 1, with probability p n→n−1 ,
where we will assume the following n-dependency for the one-step transition probabilities:
with ξ ∈ R. Although it may not be obvious at first sight, this choice for p n→n±1 defines valid transition probabilities, i.e., they are positive and the total probability leaving any given site equals to 1,
Alternative expressions for (2) where the validity of Eq. (3) becomes more patent are
and where we have defined q,
with 0 < q < 1 for finite values of ξ. Be aware that, while Eqs. (2) and (4) are absolutely general, Eqs. (5) and (6) are valid for n ≥ 0, 1 while for n < 0 one has
as formula (2) determines. The random walk thus defined is symmetric around the origin with, in particular,
for any choice of ξ. For large values of |n|, in turn, one finds that the one-step transition probabilities attain a limiting value. Thus, for instance, one has that
what would define a biased random walk with positive drift, regardless of the value of q. Note that the mirrored conclusion is obtained for negatives values of n,
since this describes a biased random walk with negative drift. This means that one cannot simply identify the case q > 1/2 with a positive drift, and the case case q < 1/2 with a negative drift: The process will behave as a simple symmetric random walk in the vicinity of the origin, and as a non-reverting, biased random walk in outer regions of the line.
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Even though the one-step transition probabilities are inhomogeneous, the two-step "forth-and-back" and the "back-and-forth" probabilities do not depend on n:
This remarkable property greatly simplifies the computation of p n,t , the probability of finding the process at site n at time t, if it started from the origin:
Consider the general formula
where s is a t-dimensional vector representing the actual path followed by the walker: a vector whose components are s k = ±1. Accordingly, S n,t is the subset all admissible paths given the actual initial and final locations: the set of vectors for which
The cardinality of set S n,t is
if n and t have the same parity (i.e., if both are odd or even integers) and zero otherwise. Please note that we are not adopting the criterion of taking as null the binomial coefficient for non-natural arguments: We use the standard definition of the binomial coefficient based on the gamma function,
valid for real numbers, except negative integers a, b or a − b. Therefore, a null probability is always due to the presence of an impossible event, not to the side effect of any binomial coefficient -see, e.g., Eq. (17) below. Let us continue with the computation of (14). Assume for the moment that n > 0, with n ≤ t. One can easily check that
after reordering the first occurrence of each transition probability in a directed way towards n and then applying property (12) to the remaining (t−n)/2 couples. But, according to Eq. (2), one has
and thus
This quantity is the same for all the paths, and therefore
Equation (17) does not depend on the sign of n, while |n| ≤ t, and thus constitutes the general solution of the stated problem. Note how this expression coincides with the probability function of a randomly-biased RW,
and Figure 1 shows an example of p n,t for ξ = 0.55, what corresponds to q ≈ 0.75 and therefore 2q − 1 ≈ 0.5. We see how after 100 time steps, probability concentrates around |n| ≈ 50. Despite of the noticeable symmetry of Fig. 1 , observe that, due to the lack of homogeneity, the process is not symmetric upon time reversion: By following a similar reasoning and noting that
n cosh nξ , one gets
which is also valid for any n, |n| ≤ t. In fact, by using the same ideas it can be shown that one has
for general values of m and n, as long as |n − m| ≤ t, and the involved quantities have the appropriate parity to allow reaching site n starting from site m in t steps. Note that Eq. (23) is sensitive to the fact that n and m have the same sign or not only through the binomial factor, that is, through the differing number of paths that would connect initial and final locations in each scenario, but not through the one-step probabilities themselves. Obviously, probability p n,t;m satisfies the corresponding Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [2] :
for any value of t , 0 < t < t, thanks to the fact that cosh nξ
is independent of n , and the Chu-Vandermonde identity -see, e.g., [8] : Here we depict the probability of finding the system at position n after t = 100 steps, if X0 = 0 and ξ = 0.55, the latter corresponding to q ≈ 0.75. The solid curve is a representation of Eq. (17) whereas the histogram was obtained from 100 000 numerical simulations of the process.
As the process is symmetric around the origin, the expected value of the position is zero if the process began at that point, E [X t |X 0 = 0] = 0. The situation changes drastically when one considers a general initial point, since then
and the process shows ballistic behavior. In fact, we can rewrite Eq. (26) as
where we have introduced the current of probability leaving site m, V m ,
a quantity that, as the symbol suggest, plays the role of the initial velocity of the process starting from m.
The standard deviation σ t;m may also present two different regimes:
The first term will be the most relevant at the beginning of the evolution if either |ξ| is small (q 1/2) or |m| is large. However, as time increases, the second term will eventually dominate. Indeed on has lim t→∞ µ t;m σ t;m = sinh m|ξ|.
III. FIRST-TIME EVENTS
It is clear from the structure of Eq. (23) that the transition probability it is not invariant under a spatial shift. Despite that, the probability that the process returns to any given point n after 2t steps, u 2t ,
does not depend on n, and coincides with the expression that one would associate with the simple random walk, after the replacement of the fair-coin toss probability 1/2 by the factor 1/2 cosh ξ. Equation (31) allows us to check that p n,t;m -cf. Eq. (23)-fulfills the right closure property: e.g., consider the case
where we have applied again the Chu-Vandermonde identity, Eq. (25). A quantity related to u 2t is f 2t , the probability that the process returns to a given point n after 2t steps for the first time. Before analyzing f 2t , let us introduce T n;m , T n;m ≡ min {t > 0 :
the random interval defined by the first-visit time to an arbitrary site n starting from m [3] . Now, we can write f 2t in terms of T n;m , f 2t ≡ P (T n;n = 2t) .
As the notation suggest, f 2t is independent of n, just like u 2t . In fact, f 2t can be related to u 2t by the same formula that one has for the simple random walk:
since in both cases f 2t and u 2t do satisfy the relationship:
In spite of this, note that the process is in general not recurrent since
except for q = 1/2. Even so, the mean number of returns to any given point may be greater that one,
which is true for |2q − 1| ≤ 1/2. Consider now the problem of finding the statistics of the first-visit time to an arbitrary site n starting from the origin, f t,n , f t,n ≡ P (T n;0 = t) ,
which is null if n and t have different parity. For n = 0 one has that f t,0 = f 2t , whereas for n > 0, we can obtain f t,n thanks to its connection with p n,t and u t ,
since the probability of finding the process at site n at time t is the sum of all paths that reach n at time t ≤ t, and then return to n in the remaining time span. Since u t−t is equal to zero for t − t odd, the three integers n, t and t must share the same parity. With this proviso, let us introduce the z-transform of p n,t ,p n (z),
with 0 ≤ z < cosh ξ, and consider our previous findings, Eqs. (31) and (40),
But
what renders
Therefore, from Eq. (41), one gets
once again, a result that is formally identical to the one corresponding to a simple random walk. For negative targets n must be replaced by |n|, since p n,t is already symmetric. We show in Fig. 2 the shape of probability f t,n for n = 11. Obviously, the minimum feasible value of t is t = 11, although the probability attains a maximum at t = 17. Equation (43) can be easily generalized to include an arbitrary choice for the initial starting site m, m = n: f t,n;m ≡ P (T n;m = t)
As the process is transient for ξ = 0, the probability that any given site n, starting from m, is ever reached is In this graphic we plot the probability that the first visit at site n = 11 occurred after t steps, for X0 = 0, ξ = 0.55. The solid curve is a representation of Eq. (43) whereas the histogram was obtained from the same 100 000 simulated trajectories used in the confection of Fig. 1 , where tmax = 100. In this case, one expects that only about half of the paths will ever reach n = 11, Eq. (45).
smaller than one and amounts to P (T n;m < ∞) = 
where = |n − m| > 0 and 2 F 1 (a, b; c; u) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function. In turn, the mean first-visit time, provided that this time is finite, does exist and has a surprisingly compact expression:
which shows translational invariance. The case in which n = m must be computed separately. We have already shown, see Eq. (37), that what leads to
This implies that either the process is recurrent without mean first-visit time, i.e., the case of the simple random walk, or the process is transient with finite mean firstvisit time.
IV. A GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION
Let us introduce d n,m ,
Equation (48) defines a distance between sites m and n as it shows all the required properties: it is semi-positive definite (for any value of ξ), symmetric, gives a null result if and only if n = m, and fulfills the triangle inequality
Then, if we assume that the probability is inversely proportional to this distance, i.e.,
one obtains Eq. (2), after demanding the conservation of the probability, Eq. (3). Note that the factor tanh ξ of the denominator in Eq. (48) is discretional, in the sense that it has no effect in Eq. (51) and consequently does not affect the recovering of the one-step transition probabilities. However, it provides several interesting features: It makes d n,m independent of the sign of ξ, allows to recover the norm as the distance in the ξ → 0 limit,
and sets the unit-length distance equal to d 0,1 . In order to clarify the meaning of Eq. (51) we will extend the definition in Eq. (48) to any pair of points in R,
with
and where the equality holds if and only if y ∈ [x, z]. Equation (53) determines a distance in the absolute of a one-dimensional hyperbolic geometry: Consider u and v in the segment (−r, r), with the following Cayley-Klein metric defined in it,
Then, if we assume the Beltrami-Klein projection of the hyperbolic geometry, see Fig. 3 , we will have u(x) = r tanh x|ξ|, v(y) = r tanh y|ξ|,
This mapping leads to
and conversely Therefore, |ξ| plays the role of unit of length in the hyperbolic geometry, where we have placed the equally spaced sites among which our inhomogeneous random walk evolves, see. Eq. (58). The probabilities, however, do not stem from the distances between the points in the hyperbolic geometry, but from the associated Euclidean distances in the absolute, the projective segment (−r, r), Eq. (57). We show in Fig. 4 a set of points uniformly sampled in terms of the hyperbolic measure δ, and spatially arranged according to the Euclidean distance between them, d n,n+1 . Observe how this distance decreases as |n| increases, since the Euclidean length of the segment is finite. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The random walk with hyperbolic probabilities that we have introduced here is an interesting example of stochastic diffusion though a one-dimensional inhomogeneous discrete media. In some aspects, it behaves as the (random) superposition of two biased random walks, but preserving traits and relationships of a simple random walk. The reason behind this latter point can be traced back to a remarkable feature of the process: even the one-step transition probabilities are site dependent, the probability of performing a closed loop of any size is not. This fact has strong implications when deriving the statistical properties related to first-time events. We provide an interpretation of the emergence of these site-dependent transition probabilities by resorting to geometrical arguments. We leave for a future work the extension of the dynamics to geometries of higher dimensions, and the study of how the process can be transformed from the discrete to the continuum, and thus compared with similar existing models [9, 10] .
